WELCOME TO CS 115 LABS

LAB INSTRUCTORS:
Nova, Shelby, Harshal, Mehedi, and Zac

OFFICE HOURS IN CL119:
http://www.cs.uregina.ca/Dept/OfficeHours/c119.html

CONTACT:
nova@cs.uregina.ca (Nova),
piechots@uregina.ca (Shelby),
hsp076@uregina.ca (Harshal),
hhu032@uregina.ca (Mahedi), or
zeh434@uregina.ca (Zac)

LAB RELATED INFORMATION

• Please read the lab material before coming to the lab.

• Lab exercises are due by the end of the lab period in which you are registered.

• Late submissions or submissions in the wrong section, without valid reason, will be marked at a penalty of 50%.

• If you cannot attend your regular lab section due to illness, interviews, funerals, etc, let your lab instructor know at least one hour before the beginning of the lab. Arrangements will be made so that the 50% penalty does not apply.

• Group interactions are encouraged. We expect, however, that each person will be able to uniquely explain how they obtained results for an exercise.

• The lab makes up 15% of your final CS115 grade
  • 7.5% is for lab final exam
  • 7.5% is for in-lab work

• Marking scheme for weekly in-lab work:
  • 1 mark for punctual attendance (one late will be forgiven)
  • 4 marks for In-lab performance
  • 5 marks total